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Two statistics, kappa and weighted kappa, are available for measuring agreement
between two raters on a nominal scale. Formulas for the standard errors of these
two statistics have been given in the literature, but they are in error. The errors seem
to be in the direction of overestimation, so that the use of the incorrect formulas
results in conservative significance tests and confidence intervals. Valid formulas
for the approximate large-sample variances are given, and their calculation is il-
lustrated using a numerical example.

The statistics kappa (Cohen, 1960) and
weighted kappa (Cohen, 1968) were introduced
to provide coefficients of agreement between
two raters for nominal scales. Kappa is appro-
priate when all disagreements may be con-
sidered equally serious, and weighted kappa
is appropriate when the relative seriousness of
the different possible disagreements can be
specified.

The papers describing these two statistics
also present expressions for their standard
errors. These expressions are incorrect, having
been derived from the contradictory assump-
tions of fixed marginal totals and binomial
variation of cell frequencies. Everitt (1968)
derived the exact variances of weighted and
unweighted kappa when the parameters are
zero by assuming a generalized hypergeometric
distribution. He found these expressions to be
far too complicated for routine use, and offered,
as alternatives, expressions derived by assum-
ing binomial distributions. These alternative
expressions are incorrect, essentially for the
same reason as above.

Assume that N subjects are distributed into
k* cells by each of them being assigned to one
of k categories by one rater and, independently,
to one of the same k categories by a second
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rater. Let pa be the proportion of subjects
placed in the i, jth cell; let

Pi. = E Pa, [1]

the proportion of subjects placed in the tth
row; let

p.i = E Pa,
i-l

[2]

the proportion of subjects placed in the j'th
column; and let wu, assumed without loss of
generality to lie between 0 and 1, be the weight
assigned to the i, jth cell. Then, with

k k

= E E v>n
i-l i-l

and
k k

PC = E E

weighted kappa is defined by

Define
I-p.

k

'<. = E
3-1

[3]

[4]

[5]

[6]

a weighted average of the weights in the iih
row, and

.j = E
i-l

[7]
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a weighted average of the weights in the jfh
column. The estimated large sample variance
of Kw, useful in setting confidence limits or in
comparing two independent values of itw, is

and pa by pi.p.j in Equation 8:

^ i * *
«.)= '" " ' '

-(Popc-2pc+p0y}. [8]
The variance was derived by using the classic
result appearing, for example, in Rao (1965, p.
321), and by imposing no restrictions on the ob-
served array other than fixing N. In particular,
the validity of Equation 8 does not require
fixed marginals.

The estimated variance of itw when there is
no association between the two raters' assign-
ments (a sufficient but not necessary condition
for the population value of weighted kappa,
KW, to be zero) is found by replacing pa by />„

'-#.'}• [9]

Expression 9 may be used in testing the
hypothesis that KW = 0.

Estimated large sample variances of un-
weighted kappa, R., follow from Expressions 8
and 9 by noting that R is a special case of Rw

with wn = 1 for i = j and wy = 0 for * 7^ j.
Thus,

and

1S Siven

Po
<-i
*

*-pf~*- j— [12]

TABLE 1
HYPOTHETICAL DATA ON 200 CASES TO ILLUSTRATE THE COMPUTATION or THE VARIANCES

OF WEIGHTED Kappa

1

2

3

a
b
c
d
e
f

a
b
c
d
e
f

a
b
c
d
e
f

P.i
»j

Rater A

1

1
.53
.39
1.3388
.021855
.114785

0
.11
.195
.9611
.041908
.923713

.4444

.01

.065
1.2000
.003991
.570931

.65

.64444

2

0
.05
.15
1.0611
.051082
1.125933

1
.14
.075
.6834
.082619
.100236

.6667

.06

.025

.9223

.008507

.065331

.25

.3667

3

4444
.02
.06
1.2611
.005805
.666999

.6667

.05

.03

.8834

.010104

.046959

1
.03
.01
1.1223
.037617
.014957

.10

.5667

.60

.30

.10

1.00

.6944

.3167

.5556

Note.—For each cell, the six entries are as follows: a =>wij\ b =pij\ c = Pi.p.j\ d=*wi.~^-w.ji e ̂  \jwtj(I
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The estimated large sample variance of it is Thus,
(note that ti>,-. becomes />,,• and that ti>./ be-
comes pi.)

[13]

.787 - .567
1 - .567

= .508. [17]

The e entry in each cell is the square of the
quantity: (! — #«) times the a entry minus
(1 — po) times the d entry, or, [io<,-(l — pe)
- (ifli. + tZ>./)(l - po)J. Multiplying the b
and e entries and summing over all cells yields

E
t-l y-l

- p.)
-(«><.+«> .,)(!- A,)]'2=. 032614. [18]

and the variance appropriate to the case of no since
association is

+ : pi.p.i(p.i+pi.r-p.t}. [14]
The study of many numerical examples

indicates that the variance expressions given
by Cohen (1960, 1968), and the nonexact
formulas given by Everitt (1968) overestimate
the variance. Thus, their use results in con-
servative significance tests and confidence
intervals.

The hypothetical data in Table 1 are used
to illustrate the calculation of the variances
of weighted kappa. The a entry in each cell
is the weight, w^. The b entry is the observed
proportion out of N = 200, pi}-. The c entry is
the proportion expected by chance, pi.p.j.
After bordering the table with the average
weights tf)i. (Expression 6) and tB.y (Expression
7), the d entries in the cells, M),-. + fb.j, maybe
calculated.

The observed weighted proportion of agree-
ment is obtained by multiplying the a entry
in each cell by the b entry and summing over
all cells ; it is

p. = .787. [IS]

The weighted proportion of agreement ex-
pected by chance is obtained by multiplying
the a and c entries and summing over all cells ;
it is

pc = .567. [16]

= (.787X.567-2X.567+.787)2=.009846
[19]

and since

(1 _ pcy = (.433)4 = .035152, [20]

therefore, by Equation 8

The formula derived by Fleiss and given by
Cohen (1968, Equation 10) yields, with Cohen's
vy— \—W{j, an estimated variance of .003630,
which is seen to be larger than the value in
Equation 21.

The / entry in each cell is the square of the
difference between the a and d entries, or
[w</ — (iD<. + tiJ.y)]2. Multiplying the / and
the c entries and summing over all cells yields

£ E
t-i y-i

Since

and since

2= .481620. [22]

= .321489 [23]

(1 - p,Y = .187489, [24]

therefore, by Equation 9, the estimated vari-
ance under the hypothesis that KW — 0 is

The formula given by Cohen (1968, Equation
13) yields an estimated variance of .005403,
which is seen to be larger than the value in
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TABLE 2

HYPOTHETICAL DATA ON 200 CASES TO ILLUSTRATE THE COMPUTATION OF THE VARIANCES or KAPPA

1

2

3

a
b
c
d
e
I

a
b
c
d
e

/

a
b
c
d
e
1

Pi
®.i = Pi.

Rater A

1

.53

.39
1.25
.022500

—.0625

.11

.195

.85
—

.7225
—

.01

.065

.70
—

.4900
—

.65

.60

2

.05

.15

.95
—

.9025
—

.14

.075

.55

.129600
—

.2025

.06

.025

.40
—

.1600
—

.25

.30

3

.02

.06

.75
—

.5625
—

.05

.03

.35
—

.1225
—

.03

.01

.20

.216225
—

.6400

.10

.10

.60

.30

.10

1.00

•

.65

.25

.10

Note. — For each cell, the six entriea are as follows : a ;b=pi.p.i ;c -p.i+Pi.\ d = [(\ -$,) -(p.i ;« "(t.i+pi 02i

Equation 25. Everitt (1968, p. 102) found the
exact variance to be .004417, which would
indicate that the expression given in Equation
9 somewhat underestimates the exact value.

Table 2 illustrates the calculation of the
variances of unweighted kappa, using the same
hypothetical pa's as in Table 1, here the a
entries in the cells. The b entry is the propor-
tion expected by chance, pi.p.j. After bordering
the table with the column of Wi.'s—which are
now simply the column proportions, {p.i}—•
and with the row of i5./s—-which are now the
row proportions, {pj.}—the c entries in the
cells, Wf. + w.j = p.i + pj., are calculated.

The observed proportion of agreement
(Equation 10) is obtained by summing the a
entries for the agreement cells (those with
i — j) only; it is

p0 = .70. [26]

The chance proportion of agreement (Equation
11) is obtained by summing the b entries for

the agreement cells; it is

p. = .475.

K (Equation 12) is then

.70 - .475
1 - .475

= .429.

[27]

[28]

The d entry is found only for the cells with
i = j. It is the square of the quantity: (1 — pc)
minus (! — />„) times the c entry, or [(1 —/O
-(p.i+Pi.)(i-p«)J- Multiplication of the d
and the a entries and summing for the diagonal
cells yields

3

L '.[(l ~ PC)

- (P.i + A-.X1 ~ Po)J = .036556. [29]

The e entry is found only for the cells with
ij&j. It is simply the square of the c entry,
(/>..+/>;-.)2- Multiplication of the e and the a
entries and summing for the off -diagonal cells
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yields

E E pii(p.t + P,:)* = -156475. [30]•
•V.;

Multiplication of this last value by (1 — />0)
2

= .09 yields

?=- 014083. [31]

Since

(^0-2^+^0)
2

= (.70X.475-2X.475+.70)2=. 006806 [32]

and since

(1 - pcy = (.525)4 = .075969, [33]

therefore, by Equation 13

~ , .036556+. 014083 -.006806
Var(<c) = - - Jl ........ - = .002885.200X.075969

[34]

The formula given by Cohen (1960, Equation
7 and repeated in 1968 as Equation 2) yields
an estimated variance of .003810, which is seen
to be larger than the value in Equation 34.

The / entry is found only for the agreement
cells, that is, those with i = j. It is the square of
the difference between unity and the c entry,
or [1 - (p.i + pi.)J. Multiplication of the /
and the b entries and summing for the diagonal
cells yields

E Pi.p.D--(P.t+PJJ= -045962. [35]
i-i

For the disagreement cells, that is, those with
i ^ j, summing the products of the b and e
entries yields

E E Pi.p.i(p.t + Pi.)2 = -349538. [36]

Since

and since

p? = (.475)2 = .225625 [37]

(1 _ pe)t = (.525)2 = .275625, [38]

therefore, by Equation 14, the estimated vari-
ance under the hypothesis that K = 0 is

~ , , .045962+.349538-.225625
Varo(*) = 200X^75625 = -003082-

[39]

The formula given by Cohen (1960, Equation
10 and repeated in 1968 as Equation 3) yields
an estimated variance under the hypothesis
that K = 0 of .004524, which is again seen to be
larger than the value in Expression 39. The
exact formula of Everitt (1968, p. 102) gives
.0031, in agreement with the value in Ex-
pression 39.

For reference purposes, the illustrative ex-
ample in Cohen (1960, Table 2; 1968, Table 1)
gives the following correct variances with the
previous results in parentheses:

Var(O = .005707 (.008118);
Var0(<e«) = .003570 (.008391);

Var(«) = .002601 (.003016);
and

Var0(/0 = .002702 (.003475).
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